Delta 3D Printer: Metal Printing
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Abstract – Now a day’s 3D printing is a very common process used in industry, the common name being used for this object is “rapid prototyping”. The key advantage of a 3D printer is that it allows producing a prototype in a very short time, which is checked and soon after remodeled, significantly minimizing the required time to get from the prototype stage to the ultimate result. The Personal 3D printer will touch many facets of our daily lives. The basic aim is to bring this technology in under developing country like Pakistan is at low cost and to make it easily available for everyone for their everyday use. Delta type 3D printer is faster than the other printers available in the market and can save user time and cost of printing product. By making a user-friendly Delta 3D Printer, users will be able to digitalize their imagination and make it in the real world by using the printer. In this paper, brief understanding, experimental setup, simulation and results of metal printing using a metal Polylactic Acid (PLA) is presented. A prototype model is proposed with the objective that the model should enable different features based on which possible testing experiments can be performed. Moreover, the prototype model will work as a simulation system in which the user can play with the selection of different real-time parameters of the selected application and feature to see under which conditions best results can obtain. In making this printer we aim of achieving the objectives like making it affordable, precise (approx. 75%), efficient, user-friendly, available to the local market, making it reliable, fully customizable and portable.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Three dimensional (3D) printing, which is also called additive manufacturing, is a process in which 3D objects are formed layer by layer using required material with the help of computer control. With the help of this type of printing, the user is able to create any shape or geometrical design of an object. In this case, printing is done with the special type of printers among which delta 3D printers are highly preferred. There are around eight types of 3D printings which are namely Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) [1], Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM) [2], Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) [3], Binder Jetting (BJ) [4], Electron Beam Melting (EBM) [5], Selective Laser Melting (SLM) [6], Digital Light Processing (DLP) [7], Stereolithography (SLA) [8]. Due to vertical orientation and small footprints, the design of delta 3D printing is very unique as compared to the design of other 3D printers.

Delta 3D printing is taking the world with a storm. It provides everyone an opportunity to explore creativity and innovation. The Delta printer is like the concept of the Delta robot [9]. Delta design is used in packing, surgery, and, of course in 3D printers. Delta printers use the Cartesian coordinate system, but they don't use linear-motion tracked movement to deposit filament. Instead, they use three arms, each a parallelogram (see fig. 1), and they move from one X,Y point to another by changing the angles of the parallelograms.

![Figure 1. Arms of parallelogram attached with actuators in 3D printer](image)

Delta 3D Printer has the following features over other 3D printers available in the market.

- Acquires less desk space
- Large Printed objects (Height wise)
- Fast Printing Speed
- Accurate Printing
- Able to build Complex Structures
- Able to print many types of Materials
- Sustainable

Awareness is required in society regarding 3D printing and its limitless uses. By making a user-friendly Delta 3D Printer, users can print anything which can imagine. Delta 3D Printer can be used for the variety of purposes, some of which includes tools & machines making, medical equipment's, toys & utensils, wood accessories, weapons, for building a house, etc. (see fig. 2). In proposing a prototype model of Delta 3D printer in our work, objectives like affordability, efficiency user-friendly, available to the local market, reliability, fully customizable and portability were considered.
II. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURAL MODEL AND SPECIFICATIONS

The body of the delta 3D printer is made of wood and held in place with glue and screws. Channel rails are used to make the bottom sliding box. Stainless steel rods are used for the carriage support and for the support of the body. Timing Pulleys and Timing Belt is used for the movement of the carriageway and the end factor. Linear bearing is used for the smooth movement of the carriageway. CADE software is used for the designing and sketching of the proposed Delta 3D Printer in which logo of Hamdard University can be seen (see fig.3).

Following steps were taken in assembling a proposed architectural model of the delta 3D printer.

A. The Electronics Components

The brain of the 3D Printer is an Arduino mega 2560 [11] on which a RAMPS 1.4 module is attached. The RAMP board is the main interface of the motor, end stops, thermistors, hot-end, fans, hot-bed and all the other electronics with the main Arduino board (See fig.4). All the wires of the electronics parts contain sufficient length that they can be connected to the RAMPS 1.4 (see fig.5). Mostly all the electronics components are placed inside the bottom box.

B. Setting the pololus

The current in each pololu stepper motor driver needs to be set at a specific value. The three-axis stepper motors need 200mA current to work properly without overheating whereas the extruder stepper motor needs 400mA current. For this purpose connect a single driver at a time on the pololu and run the extruder with sprinter firmware and connect the multimeter in parallel with the power supply. On running the motor the multimeter will show the current being dragged by the motor. Vary the potentiometer
on the pololu stepper motor driver to reduce or increase the current being dragged and set them to 200mA and 400mA for the Axis and Extruder motor drivers respectively.

C. Preparations and assembly of the structure

The body is first designed on Sketch Up [13] on the blueprints and the structure are taken from it. Then the wood is cut accurately using a circular saw according to the blueprints of the structure. Then holes are drilled into the cut pieces for easy placement of the screws (see fig.6). The screws are put into place to strongly hold the body to complete the structure of the printer.

![Figure 6. Structure of the printer Delta 3D Printer](image)

D. Construction of the arms and Support for hot-end

Rod ends with a 5mm bore are used for the 6 arms of the 3d printer (see fig. 7). The rod ends are attached on an aluminum rod at the ends with glue and screws. The 6 arms are of 250mm. For the support of the hot-end, we used a woodblock having three edges each at a 120-degree angle for attaching three arms to it with a hole in the middle for fixing the hot-end. Firstly, the hot-end is inserted into the woodblock from the bottom and then a PolyTetraFluoroEthylene (PTFE) [14] tube screw is tightened from the top.

![Figure 7. Rod ends with a 5mm bore](image)

E. Construction of the support of the bearings

For the support of the linear bearing, 3 wood rectangles are cut to size so that the bearings could be attached to it. Holes are made to attach the bearing onto the wood block with the help of zip ties. The bearings are slide inside the stainless-steel rods (see fig. 8) after attaching the support for the bearings and making holed for the arms to attach them.

![Figure 8. Wood rectangles for the supports of bearings](image)

F. Placing the hot-bed, end-stop and Firmware

In the center of the 3d printer the hot-bed it attaches with the help of four nuts at its corners. A hole in the center is made for the wires to enter the electronic box at the bottom of the printer (see section 2.1). End stops or the limit switches will tell the printer that it has reached its limits in heights.

The first firmware uploaded is Sprinter [15] so that the current on the motor drivers could be adjusted with the need of heating the hot-end and the bed. The main firmware Marlin [16] in uploaded into the Arduino mega 2560. The important factors in this firmware are the delta calculations like the arm’s length, delta radius, printer height, carrier and end factor offsets, the setting of the power supply, temperature levels, LCD controllers and end stop, etc. Settings are all done in the firmware before uploading it into the Arduino board.

G. Calibration

It is the most important stage in making the Delta 3D Printer as the quality and working of the printer depends on the steps taken for calibration. The errors in heights of ends tops, bed leveling, temperature run protections, LCD graphics, motors directions, motors speed, almost every parameter need to be checked before starting of the printer. If any correction is required then it needs to be done automatically so that the smooth running of the printer with its best’s results can be ensured.

In this way after making the body attached with all the mechanical and electronic parts and uploading the firmware, the prototype of the 3D printer is prepared.

III. METHODOLOGY

We have used AutoCAD to sketch our Delta 3D printer for the 3D model. Steps (see fig. 9) has been followed to perform work on this 3D printer in which the first step was to connect the Arduino/Microcontroller to the Laptop / Computer. Upload the Marlin file into Arduino using IDE software. Open Repetier-Host [17] (3D printing Software) and set the COM port at which the Arduino is connected from the settings. Connect the Arduino in the software. The interface of Repetier-host v1.5.6 can be seen in fig. 10 along with the parameter setting.
Now open the 3D design (stl. File) in the Slicers [18] and set the parameter according to the printing requirement such as infill, nozzle size, feed rate, motor speed, fan speed, filament diameter, the temperature of heat-bed and hot-end, no. of skirt layers and supports layers etc.

During the test, some layers slipped at one side (see fig 11) because of the missing steps and were solved by tightening the timing belts to a specific tension so that they neither hold the motor shaft too tightly for allowing it to rotate nor so loose that the motor makes a turn without moving the belt.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

The prototype is made and can be seen in fig. 12 and set up with the configured firmware for running the printer in test mode. In the test mode the printer prints the test parts. Based on these test print settings and the test printed object the quality of the printer can be determined and changes can be made in the settings to remove any error or faults in the printer or the print settings.

Some scales were printed (see fig. 13) to check the accuracy of the printer with the actual objects (with the precision of approx. 75%). In these experiments, some test prints of scales, cubes, rectangles, circles, place holder scales and some other type of objects were printed to check the dimension accuracy of the printer.

Some complex structural object was printed to check the printer ability of printing complex objects. Then the same complex objects were printed again and again with different printing speeds.
The dimensions of the printed objects were out in the test prints as can be seen in fig. 14, so measurements were taken to resolve it. The length of each arm and the height of each end-stop was checked precisely which improved the result of the printed object. Making the test print identical in term of shape, size, length, circumference, diameters, depths, thickness, etc. according to the assigned dimensions in the 3D CAD design.

The temperature of the hot-end and the heat-bed were also altered to avoid overheating on small parts so that more detailed and complex geometrical objects could be printed out easily. Moreover, the setting of bed temperature, filament diameter, bed size, and nozzle diameter can be seen in fig. 15.

The actual expense for making this proposed Delta 3D printer is around 81,000 PKR, detail breakup can be seen in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Component Name</th>
<th># of Item(s)</th>
<th>Cost (PKR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Arduino Mega 2560</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Reprap Ramps 1.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Stepper Motor+ Driver</td>
<td>4+4</td>
<td>10000+2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Hot End + Thermistors</td>
<td>1+2</td>
<td>2000+2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Extruder</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Heat Bed + End Stops</td>
<td>1+2</td>
<td>2000+1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>LCD Module + SD Slot</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Power Supply + Fans</td>
<td>1+5</td>
<td>5000+1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Metal Filament</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hardware’s (Body)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total Cost (PKR)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>81,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

With the help of a delta 3D printer, objects can be made of almost any shape or geometry. Proposed model of delta 3D printer works on the principle of metal printing using a Metal PLA. 3D printing provides everyone an opportunity to explore creativity and innovation. The personal 3D printer will touch many facets of our daily lives. Delta 3D Printer has the features of acquires less desk space, large printed objects (height-wise), fast printing speed, accurate printing, able to build complex structures, etc. over other 3D Printers out there in the market.

We were able to achieve the target of making a fully functional homemade Delta 3D printer with metal PLA. All the parts used in the printer were manufactured at home, reducing the build cost of the printer. At present, the printer can print in normal PLA, ABS, Nylon and other available filaments in the
market including the Metal PLA. The total cost for making this fully functional delta 3D printer was much cheaper (around 80,000 PKR) than the available delta 3D printers in the market.

The future plans for this proposed delta 3D printer are that the printer would be made to run on more and more different types of filaments available in the market with improved precision. The printer needs to be able for print at very high temperatures of about 300 degree and low as 160 degrees easily with certain modification in the firmware settings. Advance work needs to be done on making printer intelligent as it will keep a track of total filament and notify the user to take certain steps so that the printer does not print without the filament in the middle of a print. Furthermore, the printer will be able to change between two colors of filaments between the print and make multi-color printed objects. In this, the printed objects will get a more attractive look and could be printed with more highlighted details. Accuracy can be improved by keeping every part dimensionally correct up to the 10th of a millimeter. Pullies with more steps should be used to increase accuracy. Ramps board and stepper motor drivers could be replaced with better ones to control the current more and stability could be achieved in the motors. Multifilament extruder and a multi-color hot end could be used to make interesting and color full objects fast and with great accuracy.
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